N6080  NO REST FOR THE WICKED  (USA, 1998)

Credits: director, John Mark Sjogren; writers, William A. Buzick III, John Mark Sjogren.

Cast: Stefan Lysenko, Carla Sofia Lescius.

Summary: Actioner set in contemporary Los Angeles with flashbacks to Vietnam in 1971. Vietnam veteran priest Father William (Lysenko) was traumatized by the war and is tormented by flashbacks. He becomes a vulnerable target for corruption after the deathbed confession of a Vietnam buddy leaves him with knowledge of a conspiracy to use the Church’s global reach to smuggle heroin and weapons. An involvement with sexy femme fatale Angelica White (Lescius) lures Father William further in. Ultimately, William destroys the conspiracy and escapes with Angelica and a lot of cash.

No known reviews. Information from the Internet Movie Database.
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